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Canto and Partner Idea7 to Attend Apple Expo

Product demonstrations to include new Cumulus 7.6 release.

(APPLE EXPO) PARIS, FRANCE, 15 SEP 2008 — Canto® will join partner Idea7 at 
this year’s Apple Expo, Paris, September 17–20. (hall 5, booth J19)

Idea7 provides a number of Cumulus-enhancing products, such as Web Suite Pro, 
Indexer Pro and Dicom medical image cataloging. Representatives from Idea7 and 
Canto will be on hand to answer questions and offer demonstrations of 
Cumulus 7.6, the most recent release of the Cumulus product line.

Among the most popular new features of Cumulus 7.6 is built-in rendering for PDF 
files, which ensures high-quality thumbnails and PDF previews from any supported 
platform, including the Web. Adobe® Acrobat® isn’t required, so organizations can 
potentially save thousands on redundant Acrobat licenses.

PowerPoint creation is also now available from any supported platform, including 
the Web. New presentations can be created from images, slides or presentations, and 
PowerPoint is not required. Cumulus 7.6 can pack new presentations into ready-to-
go single files that include all contained images, making presentations easy to email 
or copy to thumb drives for quick and easy readiness on any computer.

“Cumulus 7.6 has been a very popular release,” says Canto Marketing Director Stef-
fen Setzer. “It’s performing well, it’s stable, and the new PDF, PowerPoint and 
watermarking features have been welcomed by our users.”

Watermarking support in Cumulus 7.6 enables users to “stamp” images with stan-
dard marks or, with a feature upgrade, “persistent” invisible watermarks that with-
stand edits, and remain detectable even when copied into other images.

Enhanced metadata support for many additional file formats was also included.

Idea7 information available at: www.idea7.fr

Apple Expo information available at: www.apple-expo.com

About Canto & Cumulus

Canto has been dedicated to helping customers fully utilize their digital assets since 
1990. Canto Cumulus is a cross-platform solution that enables companies to easily 
organize, find, share and track their ever-increasing numbers of digital files, in any 
format. Canto’s worldwide network of certified developers offers an impressive 
assortment of plug-ins that enhance the Cumulus product line further. 

Learn more: www.canto.com
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